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Introduction As supercomputers grow in scale, performance analysis tools must also scale. Prior work
on the HPCToolkit performance tools has shown the utility of analyzing traces of call stack samples of
parallel program executions [3]. HPCToolkit’s hpctraceviewer graphical user interface turns gigabytes of
such trace data into actionable visual insights about an application’s behavior and performance bottlenecks.
Hpctraceviewer displays information about the execution by using sampling to project data in the pro-
cess/thread and time dimensions. Since traces can be very large, the scalability of hpctraceviewer is an
important concern.

Approach I extended HPCToolkit’s hpctraceviewer graphical user interface to introduce an optional
client-server model to improve handling for large traces. In this new model, the hpctraceviewer GUI client
can renders data provided by hpctraceserver, which runs as an MPI application and processes traces in
parallel for the GUI. The client and server communicate over a TCP connection, which can be tunneled
through SSH for security if necessary.

When the user zooms or pans in hpctraceviewer, the client sends a windowing command to the server
defining the new viewing region. MPI rank 0 of hpctraceserver, which manages communication with the
client on the TCP link, receives the windowing command and broadcasts it to all MPI ranks. Each MPI rank
determines its assigned portion of a data projection operation based on its rank, computes and optionally
compresses its projections, and forwards them to MPI rank 0 for transfer to the client over the TCP link.

The hpctraceviewer client, which implemented in Java, receives a stream of trace lines data from the
server and then employs Java threads to decompress, and render the projections it receives in parallel. This
enables computation on the server to overlap with communication and computation on the client.

Because the server sends call path identifiers (see [3]), which represent an entire call path, rather than a
visualization of the data, client-side visualization operations such as changing the depth of the view, selecting
a different process for display in the depth view, and changing the method to color mapping can be performed
entirely on the client and without further additional information from the server.

There are three primary benefits to client-server approach:
First, using the server enables us to leave trace data on the high-performance parallel file system of a

remote supercomputer instead of transferring it all to the client. The network traffic with the server required
to display projections depends only on the size of the client’s window and is less than 2MB for typical desktop
and laptop displays.

Second, hpctraceserver computes trace line projections in parallel. Using p MPI ranks for the server
improves the time complexity to display a region of the trace that spans time t in a window h pixel high and
w pixels wide from O(hw log t) to O(hw

p log t). The server partitions the client’s request among the p server
ranks along the thread dimension. Each server rank maps several contiguous regions of the trace file into
memory, one for each process trace line it will handle.

Third, hpctraceserver benefits from a supercomputer’s large memory. Sampling trace lines to com-
pute their projections uses binary search along a trace line to locate the trace records needed. Using
mmap, we access data in RAM rather than seeking and reading from a file. Although hpctraceserver
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Figure 1: An execution detail from the AMG2006 benchmark running on Argonne’s Mira using 1024 processes
× 8 OpenMP threads. The trace database is 4.97 GB. Rendering a 2560x1567 home view of this database
with hpctraceviewer running on a laptop at Rice University and hpctraceserver running on 8 cores (0.1%
execution size) of Tukey at Argonne took 8.63s. Rendering this view took 1.03s. Rendering these views on
a quad-core laptop took 75.71s and 1.96s, respectively. The red stair-step patterns indicate load imbalance.
Our new client-server approach enables us to analyze long executions for much larger numbers of processors.

and hpctraceviewer (when analyzing local data) use mapped memory, laptops and workstations that
run hpctraceviewer typically have far less RAM and must perform disk IO more frequently. Addition-
ally, while hpctraceviewer requires access to the entire database of collected data, no single MPI rank in
hpctraceserver needs to mmap the entire file. hpctraceserver uses a LRU algorithm to map and unmap
pages of the file as needed.

Related Work The Vampir performance toolset also supports a client-server decomposition [2].
Hpctraceserver’s sampling-based approach for computing trace projections is more lightweight. Vampir
presentations recommend running VampirServer on 10% of the number of monitored processes [1].

Summary By parallelizing projections and rendering of performance data, our client-server enables anal-
ysis of remote execution traces for large executions.
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